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Abstract
The CCS (Calculus of Communicating System) process algebra is a well-known formal model of
synchronization and communication, useful for the analysis of safety and liveness in protocols or
distributed programs, and in more recent works their security properties. BSP (Bulk-synchronous
parallelism) is an algorithm- and programming model of data-parallel computation. It is useful for
the design, analysis and programming of scalable parallel algorithms.
Many current evolutions require the integration of distributed- and parallel programming: grid
systems for sharing resources across the Internet, secure and reliable global access to parallel
computer systems, geographic distribution of conﬁdential data on randomly accessible systems,
etc. Such software services must provide guarantees of safety, liveness, and security together
with scalable and reliable performance. Formal models are therefore needed to combine parallel
performance and concurrent behavior. With this goal in mind, we propose here an integration of
BSP with CCS semantics, generalize its cost (performance) model and sketch its application to
scheduling problems in meta-computing.
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1 Introduction
We will ﬁrst present here preliminaries on BSP and CCS. In the ﬁrst sec-
tion we will propose a CCS extension to express BSP-like processes. The
second section will present the formal usual tools for a process algebra. We
then describe a formal cost model for this extended algebra in the standard
graph theoretic manner: to associate “customized” semi-ring elements to sets
of paths in the transition systems of CCS processes. We ﬁnally outline its
application to scheduling problems in meta-computing, and some future de-
velopments. Full technical developments are available in a technical report
[8].
1.1 Preliminary on the BSP model
The BSP execution model [13] represents a parallel computation on p identi-
cal processors as an alternating sequence of computation super-steps (p asyn-
chronous computations) and communications supersteps (data exchanges be-
tween processors with global synchronization). The following ﬁgure represents
a BSP superstep. The BSP cost model estimates execution times as multiples
of the time for a sequential operation by a simple formula based on p, on the
sequential speed of processors, and the network bandwidth g and latency L.
The execution time of a computation superstep followed by a synchronization
superstep is estimated by
T ime = max
0≤i<p
wi + max
0≤i<p
hi ∗ g + L
TIM
E
P1 P2 P3 Pp
global synchronisation
global synchronisation
.
.
.
. . .
. . . where hi = max(hi+, hi−) and hi+
(resp. hi−) is the total size of the
messages sent (resp. received) by the
processor i during the communica-
tion superstep. Here wi is the se-
quential speed of the processor i dur-
ing the computation superstep.
BSP is thus a simpliﬁed and portable parallel architecture model, useful
for algorithm design, scalability analysis and programming. An ML-like BSP
programming language, called BS-λ [7], has been formalized by a BSP exten-
sion of the λ-calculus. That model is appropriate for pure data-parallelism
but lacks expressive power to describe meta-computing systems, which leads
to the work described further.
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1.2 Preliminary on CCS
The following subsection is a summary of [10] and [9].
1.2.1 Deﬁnitions
All process expressions are in the set E . A is an inﬁnite set of names or input
labels, and A is the set of co-names or output labels. A and A¯ are disjoint and
are in bijection via ( ). L = A ∪A is the set of labels. α ∈ A and α¯ ∈ A are
said to be inverses. Labels are also called actions or events.
Here is the syntax of a process (or an agent expression) where α ∈ L and
X is any process variable:
• P ::= 0 | α.P | P + P | P\α | let X = P in P | rec X : P | (P |P ) | X
• Act ::= α | τ where α ∈ L. Remark: τ has no inverse.
1.2.2 Rules
The transition semantics of the local terms is given in the following ﬁgure.
The rule ACT relates to the preﬁx operator, SUM relates to summation, RES to
restriction, LET to relabeling, REC to recursion, ASYNCL, ASYNCR and ASYNCR
are the parallel composition’s left-asynchronous, right-asynchronous or syn-
chronous transition rules.
ACT
α.P
α
→ P
SUM0
Pi
α
→ P ′i
Pi + Pj
α
→ P ′i
SUM1
Pj
α
→ P ′j
Pi + Pj
α
→ P ′j
RES
P
α
→ P ′
P\β
α
→ P ′\β
(α /∈ {β, β¯})
LET
Q[X ← P ]
α
→ R
let X = P in Q
α
→ R
REC
P [X ← recX : P ]
α
→ P ′
recX : P
α
→ P ′
ASYNCL
P
α
→ P ′
P |Q
α
→ P ′|Q
PAR
P
α
→ P ′ Q
α¯
→ Q′
P |Q
τ
→ P ′|Q′
ASYNCR
Q
α
→ Q′
P |Q
α
→ P |Q′
Remark 1.1 The notation LET IN is used to share terms in sub-terms (with-
out recursion), and the notation P [X ← Q] is the mathematical substitution
([X ← Q] is a meta-operation and not part of the process algebra syntax).
1.2.3 Strong bisimulation
Milner proposes a binary relation on E , the strong bisimulation denoted by ∼.
He exposes a way to eliminate the parallel composition |, the restriction and
the relabeling to obtain a bisimilar serial term thanks to an expansion law.
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If a serial term contains no recursion then it is a f inite serial term. Milner
proposes an axiom system A1 on ﬁnite serial agents with + commutative,
associative, idempotent and 0 as unit of +.
Proposition 1.2 Let P and Q be ﬁnite serial terms. P ∼ Q iﬀ A1  P = Q
2 A data-parallel process algebra
In this section, we describe the syntax and semantics of BSPA (BSP Process
Algebra). As in BSλ, the process algebra is divided in a local (resp. a global
level) representing individual processors from parallel systems (resp. combi-
nations of parallel systems or the isolated “console” processor implicit in CCS
semantics).
2.1 Local processes
The local level is CCS with slight changes. The actions on this level can be
done locally by any processor of a parallel system.
2.1.1 Deﬁnitions
We introduce a local label put which expresses the speciﬁc BSP exchange.
This label is associated with a set of substitutions σ which correspond to the
data to be exchanged. λ is a subset of σ and is also a set of substitutions.
This construction corresponds to the encapsulation of data depending on the
destination of these data to be sent.
• Act ::= α | put[σ] | τ where α ∈ L. Remark: τ and put have no inverse.
• σ ::= [i ← λ]∗ the syntactic category of substitutions to express the ex-
change due to a put. i is the number of the processor where the λ substi-
tutions are sent. This category can be empty.
• λ ::= [X ← P ]∗ the syntactic category Subst of substitutions that are to be
sent. This category can also be empty.
2.1.2 Local rules
The transition semantics of the local terms is the same as the CCS one. As
the put[σ] action appears only on the global level rules.
2.2 Global processes
Next, we present the global level. The deﬁnitions, syntax and semantics are
very similar to those of the local level, except for the synchronization barrier.
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For this section, we will always refer to a vector of ﬁxed size which represents
a parallel machine of ﬁxed size p (BSλ-like [7]).
2.2.1 Deﬁnitions
Ev is the set of global (process) expressions. Ev,F IN is the set of global expres-
sions without rec. We deﬁne
• these following sets: input labels AV = A∪{〈α@i〉p | i ∈ 0, .., p− 1, α ∈ A},
output labels A¯V = A¯∪{〈α¯@i〉p | i ∈ 0, .., p− 1, α¯ ∈ A¯} and LV = AV ∪A¯V .
• the processor position numbers i ::= 0 | 1 | . . . | p− 1
• the terms V ::= 0v | α.V | V + V | V \α | let X = V in V | rec X : V
| (V |V ) | 〈P, .., P 〉p | X where α ∈ LV .
For every p ≥ 1 there are global process vectors 〈P, .., P 〉p, representing a
group of local processes engaged in a collective data-parallel computation,
such as an MPI communicator. The size is left unspeciﬁed when not rele-
vant. The p processes are assumed to be allocated to p distinct processors.
• the actions ActV ::= α | Tσ,π | 〈τ@ij〉p | τNet where α ∈ LV
· 〈α@i〉p is the asynchronous occurrence of action α on processor i within a
vector of size p. 〈α@i〉p can synchronize with the action α¯ or 〈α¯@j〉p with
i 
= j.
· Tσ,π is an abbreviation of T∀i∀jσiπj . It is analogous to τ for global synchro-
nization. σi is the set of substitutions send by the processor i, and πj is
the set of substitutions received by the processor j.
· 〈τ@ij〉p is the τ synchronization between two diﬀerent (i 
= j) processes
inside the parallel vector.
· τNet is the synchronization between processors over the external network,
i.e. between two parallel vectors.
2.2.2 Global rules
The transition semantics of global processes is deﬁned by the set of rules in
the following table.
ACT
α.V
α
→ V
SUM0
Vi
α
→ V ′i
Vi + Vj
α
→ V ′i
SUM1
Vj
α
→ V ′j
Vi + Vj
α
→ V ′j
RES
V
α
→ V ′
V \β
α
→ V ′\β
(α = β = β¯)
LET
W [X ← V ]
α
→ W ′
let X = V in W
α
→ W ′
REC
V [X ← recX : V ]
α
→ V ′
rec X : V
α
→ V ′
ASYNCLV
V0
α
→ V ′0
V0|V1
α
→ V ′0 |V1
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ASYNCRV
V1
α
→ V ′1
V0|V1
α
→ V0|V ′1
PARV
V0
α
→ V ′0 V1
α¯
→ V ′1
V0|V1
τNet→ V ′0 |V
′
1
ASYNC
Pi
α
→ P ′i
〈P0, . . . , Pi, . . . , Pp−1〉p
〈α@i〉p
→ 〈P0, . . . , P ′i , . . . , Pp−1〉p
α ∈ L ∪ {τ}
DUOCHRONE
Pi
α
→ P ′i Pj
α¯
→ P ′j i = j
〈P0, . . . , Pi, . . . , Pj . . . , Pp−1〉p
〈τ@ij〉p
→ 〈P0, . . . , P ′i , . . . , P
′
j . . . , Pp−1〉p
ISOCHRONE
Pi
put[σi]
−→ P ′i ∀i ∈ {0, . . . , p− 1}
〈P0, . . . , Pp−1〉p
Tσ,π
−→ 〈π0(P ′0), . . . , πp−1(P
′
p−1)〉p
πi = σ(p−1)i ◦ . . . ◦ σ0i
The rules ACT, SUM0, SUM1, RES, LET, REC, ASYNCLV, ASYNCRV and PARV
are the usual ones. ASYNC is an emission (or reception), local at i inside the
parallel vector. DUOCHRONE is an exchange between two processes inside the
parallel vector, noting that α 
= put. The rule ISOCHRONE is the semantics of
the barrier. As presented in Deﬁnition 2.2.1 there is a constructor 〈. . .〉 for
each parallel machine. Processor i realizes the event put[σi], σi is the set of
the substitutions to be sent from Pi, and πj is the set of substitutions received
by Pj. To cope with possible concurrent substitution into the same variable,
we deﬁne priority “to the left”. The cost in time, a key ingredient of the BSP
theory, will be deﬁned in Section 4.2 from this measure of communication
volume.
2.3 Examples
ISOCHRONEPARVDUOCHRONE
< ..., Pi, ..., Pj , ... > < P0, ..., Pp−1 >< ..., Pi, ... > | < ..., Pj , ... >
Fig. 1. Main cases of synchronization
• DUOCHRONE
Here is an example of a four-processor parallel system. Processors 0 and 2
synchronize through rule DUOCHRONE.
〈a, b, a¯, c〉4
〈a@0〉2
→ 〈a, b, 0, c〉4 〈a, b, a¯, c〉4
〈a¯@2〉4
→ 〈a, b, 0, c〉4
〈a, b, a¯, c〉4
〈τ@02〉4
→ 〈0, b, 0, c〉4
• ASYNC+PARV
Two diﬀerent parallel systems, represented by terms with root 〈, , 〉p, can
synchronize as in CCS. If two synchronizations of this type are possible,
they can not be simultaneous. This represents the CCS semantics we keep
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as part of the theory, and means that the external network serializes com-
munications.
〈a, b, c〉3|〈b¯, a¯〉2
τNet→ 〈0, b, c〉3|〈b¯, 0〉2
↓ τNet ↓ τNet
〈a, 0, c〉3|〈0, a¯〉2
τNet→ 〈0, 0, c〉3|〈0, 0〉2
• ISOCHRONE with p = 4
Figure 2 shows a communication superstep (and hence a synchronization
barrier) between four processors.
〈put
2
41 ← [X ← α]
2 ← [X ← β]
3
5.(X + Y ), put
2
40 ← [Y ← γ,X ← δ]
3 ← [X ← α]
3
5.X, put
2
6664
0 ← [X ← α]
1 ← [X ← γ]
3 ← [Y ← β]
3
7775.X, put[].(X + Y )〉4
↓ Tσ,π
〈δ + γ, α, β, α+ β〉4
Fig. 2. Example: ISOCHRONE
3 Strong bisimulation
We extend the Milner’s deﬁnition of bisimulation to the global level. This will
allow us to validate transformation rules to reduce our process expressions to
speciﬁc forms (explicit descriptions of the transition system) to deﬁne costs
for them.
3.1 Properties of strong bisimulation for global terms
In this section we will assume that terms are closed in order to reduce them to
serial forms. Our parallel system constructor reduces to CCS parallel compo-
sition in the absence of barrier synchronizations (modulo processor indices).
This leads to Lemma 3.1
Lemma 3.1 〈P,Q〉p ∼ P |Q if put /∈ P and put /∈ Q.
Lemma 3.2 〈P0, . . . , Pp−1〉p ∼ 〈Pσ(0), . . . , Pσ(p−1)〉p where σ is any permuta-
tion.
Proposition 3.3 Sum + for global terms is associative, commutative, idem-
potent and has 0V as unit. Parallel composition | for global terms is associa-
tive, commutative and has 0V as unit.
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Proposition 3.4 The following rules are used to eliminate the restriction \:
• V \α ∼ V if α /∈ L(V ) • V \α\α ∼ V \α
• V \α\β ∼ V \β\α • (W |V )\α ∼ W\α|V \α if α /∈ L(V ) ∪ L(W ).
Proposition 3.5 Expansion law for data-parallel vectors
Let V ≡ 〈P0, . . . , Pp−1〉p\β then
V ∼
∑
〈α@i〉p.{〈. . . , Pi−1, P
′
i , Pi+1, . . .〉p\β : ∃iPi
α
→ P ′i , α 
= β, α 
= put}
+
∑
〈τ@ij〉p.{〈. . . , P
′
i , . . . , P
′
j, . . .〉p\β : Pi
α
→ P ′i , Pj
α¯
→ P ′j, i 
= j}
+
∑
Tσ,π.{〈P
′
0, . . . , P
′
p−1〉p\β : ∀iPi
put[σi]
−→ P ′i}.
Proposition 3.6 Expansion law for global parallel compositions
Let V ≡ (V0|V1| . . . |Vn)\β n ≥ 1 then
V ∼
∑
{α.(V0| . . . |V
′
i | . . . |Vn)\β : Vi
α
→ V ′i , α 
= β}
+
∑
{τNet.(V0| . . . |V
′
i | . . . |V
′
j | . . . |Vn)\β : Vi
α
→ V ′i , Vj
α¯
→ V ′j , i 
= j}
Deﬁnition 3.7 A global term is ﬁnite if it contains only ﬁnite summations
(SUM) and no recursions (REC). A global term P is serial if it contains no parallel
composition (CCS | or data-parallel 〈. . .〉), restriction or relabeling, and also
the deﬁning equation of any recursion in P contains no parallel composition,
restriction or relabeling.
By expansion, every ﬁnite global term can be equated to a ﬁnite serial and
global term.
Proposition 3.8 Let V and W be serial ﬁnite and global terms. V ∼ W iﬀ
A1  V = W
A last remark on the process algebra is that CCS is said to have interleav-
ing semantics because a|b ∼ a.b + b.a which ignores the possibility of a and
b occurring simultaneously. BSPA has the same semantics. In the following
section we will present a cost model that considers simultaneity.
4 Cost model
Parallel programming researchers commonly refer to a parallel performance
model as a cost model and we will use this terminology. Following BSP, we
will deﬁne a cost model where execution time is related to the number of
steps of local processes and the estimate of the time required for a global
communication superstep. The result is a cost model which conforms to the
operational semantics. Since processes are considered modulo bisimulation,
it is natural to require that the cost is stable for this equivalence. The main
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consequence of this is that cost is oblivious to the existence of an alternate copy
of any process. As for the bisimulation law P + P ∼ P , this is a reasonable
notion of parallel execution time: additional copies of the same process do not
add to the worst case time.
We have restricted our study to the CCS strong bisimulation relation ∼
and ignore the so-called weak bisimulation ≈. This is justiﬁed as follows in the
context of a cost model. Weak bisimulation would lead (by τ.P ≈ P ) to basic
cost C(τ) = 1 (for example, in the semi-ring [3] (N ∪ {−∞}, max,+,−∞, 0)
C(τ) = 1 = 0) which amounts to assigning the same cost to τ100000.P and to
τ.P while the ﬁrst term represents a large number of internal synchronizations.
That is not coherent with the use of cost as an estimate of execution time.
Other motivations for dismissing weak bisimulation are given in [1] in the
context of information ﬂow analysis.
In the following subsections we recall which properties a semi-ring has to
verify, we build a speciﬁc semi-ring S| based on a simple and generic semi-ring
S adapted to the parallel properties of BSPA, we expose the cost rules and
then we deﬁne a way to ﬁnally obtain a suitable cost.
4.1 Deﬁnition of the semi-ring S|
4.1.1 Basics on semi-rings
An idempotent semi-ring (S,⊕,, 0, 1) has to verify that ⊕ is associative,
commutative, idempotent and has 0 as unit. And that  is associative, is
absorbed by 0, has 1 as unit and is distributive over ⊕.
This theory is generic: it is based on any possible idempotent semi-ring.
The elements of S are called scalars. Here are examples of possible instantia-
tion:
• (N ∪ {−∞}, max,+,−∞, 0) which computes longest paths, that is to say
worst-case time complexity.
• (N ∪ {+∞},min,+,+∞, 0) which computes the earliest dead-lock time.
• (Bool,∨,∧, false, true) which computes reachability in a transition system.
• (P(Act),∪, concat, ∅, 	) which computes trace languages.
• (N∪{−∞}, max, λa@i.b@j → max(i, j),∞, a@0) which computes the max-
imal number of processors used by the process.
4.1.2 Deﬁnition of the semi-ring S|
In this section, let S be any semi-ring. We need to measure paths in the graphs
[3] which are semantics for CCS processes: the so-called labeled transition
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systems whose nodes are processes, edges transitions and edge labels are the
events.
The property x⊕x = x that ⊕ is idempotent is required by the P +P ∼ P
law of processes and our demand that bisimulation should respect costs.
As a process cost is associated with the set of execution paths, it has
to represent the barriers. The cost of a BSP program is unknown until a
superstep is completed. The cost can be either a vector which represents the
accumulated time on each processor before the barrier. It can be a triple which
contains the information of the cost of a barrier bracketed by two adjacent
asynchronous phases: the scalar represents the cost of the barrier, and the
two vectors represent the cost of asynchronous computation before/after the
barrier. A special kind of semi-ring is needed to express this and we will deﬁne
it in two steps: from S to Sp and then to S|.
First, we deﬁne the monoid SpMULT = (S
p∪ (Sp×S×Sp),, 1) where 1 =⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎝
1
...
1
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎠ and where  applies to vectors point-to-point.
Deﬁnition 4.1 Let v =
⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎝
v0
...
vp−1
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎠ then
∑
v = v0 ⊕ . . .⊕ vp−1.
Deﬁnition 4.2 We deﬁne the operation  on this monoid. v, w, v′ and w′
are vectors. x and x′ are scalars.
 v′ (v′, x′, w′)
v v  v′ (v  v′, x′, w′)
(v, x, w) (v, x, w  v′) (v, x
∑
(w  v′) x′, w′)
As two vectors are concatenated, they are simply concatenated point-to-
point (abbreviated to v v′). As a triple is followed by a vector, the vector is
concatenated point-to-point to the last, or “future” vector of the triple. As a
vector is followed by a triple, the vector is concatenated point-to-point to the
triple’s ﬁrst vector. And when a triple is followed by a triple, that is to say
between two barriers in our model, the two central vectors are concatenated
and transformed into a scalar (with the
∑
operation), to be concatenated to
the scalars of the triples.
Proposition 4.3  is associative and has 1 as unit.
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From this associative monoid, we then build the semi-ring
S| = (IPFIN(S
p
MULT),∪,, 0, 1)
of ﬁnite sets of elements from the previous one, where 0 = ∅ and 1 = {1}.
Union on sets is associative, commutative and idempotent. For simplicity we
will identify singleton sets with their unique elements as for 0 and 1 above.
The next step is to prove the distributivity of  over ⊕ when  is lifted to
sets of values (vectors or triples), which is trivial, thanks to the ∪ properties.
4.2 Associating costs to processes
Our costs are evaluated on ﬁnite processes in serial form. We assume that
restriction and parallel composition have been eliminated. EFIN is the set of
ﬁnite processes (with no recursion).
We will deﬁne C : EFIN → S| in two steps:
(i) We eliminate \ and | from terms of EFIN by applying the expansion law
[9]. We also assign basic costs C(α) to events α.
(ii) The remaining operators are then let in, ., + and 0 with variables.
Property C is thus veriﬁed with Rules 4.2.1 where P c means that C(P )
is evaluated to semi-ring element c.
Given the variability of network traﬃc in grid applications, the BSP con-
stants g, and L could here be considered as random variables.
By construction, this theory of costs is able to express both the interleaving
(through |) and simultaneous (through 〈. . .〉p) occurrence of events.
4.2.1 Local rules
After having applied the expansion law, we only need the rules for the Preﬁx,
Summation and Relabeling.
C(0) = 0
ACT
P  c
α.P  C(α) c
SUM
P  c Q c′
P + Q c⊕ c′
LET
Q[X ← P ] c
let X = P in Q c
4.2.2 Global rules
C is now extended to a function C| from all ﬁnite serial terms to S| [Section 4.1.2].
Finite serial and global terms V , obtained by the Expansion Laws 3.5, 3.6,
contain neither 〈. . .〉p, nor |, but only ., +, 0 and let in. As the expansion
laws are applied, occurrences of Tσ,π, 〈α@i〉p appear. Tσ,π cost expresses the
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BSP execution time for a communication and synchronization barrier. 〈α@i〉p
costs commute when they are not co-located (see the diﬀerent cases of C| in
Deﬁnition 4.4 below).
C|(0) = 0 (i.e.{})
ACT
E  c
α.E  C|(α) c
where α ∈ LV
SUM
Vi  c Vj  c
′
Vi + Vj  c⊕ c′
LET
U [X ← V ] c
let X = V in U  c
Deﬁnition 4.4 C| : Ev → S|
(i) C|(〈α@i〉p) =

1[i → C(α)] i.e. the p-vector where i → C(α) and j → ∞ for
j 
= i.
(ii) C|(α) = (1, C(α), 1)
(iii) C|(Tσ,π) = (1, (
∑
h+i ⊕
∑
h−i )
g  L, 1) (here 1 is the neutral element of
the semi-ring Sp), h+i =
∑p−1
j=0 |σij | and h
−
i =
∑p−1
k=0 |σki| where |σ| is the
syntactic size of substitution σ and the exponent g denotes repeated 
product. If σ = X1 ← P1, . . .Xn ← Pn then |σ| =
∑
|Pi|. Where |P | is
the syntactical size of P .
4.2.3 Costs respect bisimulation
Lemma 4.5 (Stability) Stability for global ﬁnite serial terms V and W :
V ∼ W ⇒ C|(V ) = C|(W ).
4.3 Reducing cost to scalars: observation
We have built a vectorial BSP semi-ring S| to represent faithfully the resource
consumption of processes. This semi-ring has to represent especially interleav-
ing. Even if S is totally ordered like for instance (N∪{−∞}, max,+,−∞, 0),
there is no obvious order between two computation costs in S|. We need an
observer’s point of view to obtain the usual cost notion: a scalar for a set
of vectorial costs and a total order on costs. To this end we deﬁne Obs an
observation function which transforms our element of S| into a scalar of S.
And then, we have tools to compare the costs. However we will note that this
observation is not compositional because it acts like a barrier: in general Obs
does not preserve .
Deﬁnition 4.6 We deﬁne Obs : S| → S:
• Obs(v) =
∑
v Vectors are ﬂattened.
• Obs((v, x, w)) =
∑
v  x 
∑
w Triples are reduced: the two vectors
are ﬂattened and added to the central scalar.
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• And this function is then lifted to sets (elements of S|) as follows:
· Obs({X}) = Obs(X) where X can either be v or (v, x, w)
· Obs(A ∪ B) = Obs(A)⊕Obs(B).
4.4 Examples
In this section C|(α) = a, C|(β) = b, . . .. We use the semi-ring (N∪{−∞}, max,+,−∞, 0)
which computes a longest path in the transition system, i.e. worst-case execu-
tion time.
• ASYNC
C|(< α, β >) = C|((α@0.β@1) + (β@1.α@0)) = C|(α@0.β@1)⊕ C|(β@1.α@0)
=
⎛
⎝ a
b
⎞
⎠⊕
⎛
⎝ a
b
⎞
⎠ =
⎛
⎝ a
b
⎞
⎠. Obs(
⎛
⎝ a
b
⎞
⎠) = Max(a, b).
• ISOCHRONE with p = 4
We develop here the example already seen in Figure 2 of Section 2.3.
First we need to compute the πi and their application to the P
′
i . Then
we need to compute the diﬀerent hi where |α| = |β| = |γ| = |δ| = t and
a = b = c = d = w.
Max h+i = Max h
−
i = 3t. C|(V ) = C|(Tσ,π) C|(x). C|(Tσ,π) = (
1, 3tg + L,
1)
C|(s) =
⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
w
w
w
w
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
C|(V ) = (
1, 3tg + L,
⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
w
w
w
w
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
) Obs(C|(V )) = 3tg + L + w.
5 Application to meta-computing: scheduling
We now have a complete cost model. We can apply it to usual scheduling
problems in grid computing. A typical situation is to schedule two data-
parallel processes on the same parallel machine without interference while
maximizing performance.
We outline how our model can describe this situation, leading to the pos-
sibility of choosing the most eﬃcient scheduling solution while ensuring a
coherent overlapping of the two data-parallel processes.
We will use p = 2, but the example is easily extensible to larger p. Assume
two data-parallel applications P and Q each one possibly executed on one or
two processors. The problem is to ﬁnd the fastest coherent scheduling of the
two processes on a two-processor system.
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We use the semi-ring (N∪{−∞}, max,+,−∞, 0). For these examples, we
introduce a new notation: 〈P, . . . , P 〉p will be abbreviated 〈P : i = 0, .., p− 1〉p.
Let P = 〈b.put[].b.put[] : i = 0, . . . , 1〉p, Q = 〈a.put[σ].a.put[σ] : i = 0, . . . , 1〉p,
and C|(a) = ta, C|(b) = tb. Let σ be a set of symmetric “heavy” substitutions,
that is to say, substitutions that have a signiﬁcant size. Then, C|(Tσ,π) = gh+L,
Obs(C|(P )) = 2tb+2L and Obs(C|(Q)) = 2ta+2L+2gh. As the control skeleton
of a parallel program, P would be considered a compute bound process while
Q is a communication bound process.
We enumerate possible scheduling depending on how many processors are
used by each process.
(i) P and Q are distributed over both processors. If we naively use
PI = 〈P0|Q0, P1|Q1〉p = 〈b.put[].b.put[]|a.put[σ].a.put[σ] : i = 0, .., 1〉p,
then P0 may realize a barrier with Q1 thus leading to incoherent (un-
wanted) communication. As a put can be captured by any other put
it is useful to introduce a function [ , ] to schedule local sub-processes.
Without loss of generality, we suppose that the variables in P and Q are
disjoint. [ , ] : Proc2 → Proc is deﬁned as follows:
• [A, 0] = A and [0, B] = B
• [a.A, b.B] = a.[A, b.B] + b.[a.A,B] where a, b 
= put
• [A + A′, B] = [A,B] + [A′, B] and [A,B + B′] = [A,B] + [A,B′]
• [put.A, b.B] = b.[put.A, B] and [a.A, put.B] = a.[A, put.B]
• [put[σ0].A, put[σ1].B] = put[σ0].put[σ1].[A,B]
Then we can rewrite PI in P
′
I = 〈[P0, Q0], [P1, Q1]〉p:
P ′I = 〈let X = put.put[σ].0 in
let Y = a.b.X + b.a.X in
let Z = put[].put[σ].Y in a.b.Z + b.a.Z : i = 0, .., 1〉p
C|(P ′I) = (
⎛
⎝ ta + tb
ta + tb
⎞
⎠ , ta + tb + 4gh + 4L, 1). Obs(C|(P ′I)) = 2ta + 2tb +
4gh+ 4L.
(ii) P is serialized on one processor 〈Pser = b.b.τ.b.b.τ〉p and Q is distributed
over both processors. PII = 〈Pser|Q0, Q1〉p =
〈b.b.τ.b.b.τ |a.put[σ].a.put[σ], a.put[σ].a.put[σ]〉p
Obs(C|(PII)) = 2ta + 4tb + 4gh+ 2L
(iii) Same as the PII where Q is serialized on one processor Qser = a.a.cσ.a.a.cσ
where cσ is a local action realizing the same substitution (σ) as put[σ].
Its cost is ph instead of pgh (locally, the g factor costs 1). P is distributed
over both processors.
PIII = 〈P0, P1|Qser〉p = 〈b.put[].b.put[], b.put[].b.put[]|a.a.cσ.a.a.cσ〉p
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Obs(C|(PIII)) = 4ta + 2tb + 4h + 2L
(iv) Each process is serialized on one processor.
PIV = 〈Pser, Qser〉p = 〈b.b.τ.b.b.τ, a.a.cσ .a.a.cσ〉p
Obs(C|(PIV )) = max(4tb, 4ta + 4h).
From the above cost estimates it is possible to select the scheduling with
least execution time. In general, it depends on the numerical values of g
and L, but symbolic comparisons may be possible. For example, we know
symbolically either PIV < PII or PIV < PIII depending on the result of
max(4tb, 4ta + 4h). Both cases suggest that it is useless to distribute only
one of the two programs compared to serializing both of them. Here is
the explanation for the ﬁrst case (easily applicable to the second case): as
C|(PSer) > C|(QSer), C|(QSer) > C|(Qi) and C|(Q0) = C|(Q1), C|(〈PSer|Q0, Q1〉p) =
max(C|(PSer|Q0), C|(Q1)) = C|(PSer|Q0) = C|(PSer)+C|(Q0), hence C|(PII) > C|(PIV ).
It is clear from this example that solutions to large-scale versions of this
problem can be computed mechanically.
Another typical meta-computing problem is to distribute a process like P =
〈P0, . . . , P3〉p on two 2-processor systems, while preventing blocking and mini-
mizing execution time. The resulting process is of the form 〈P0, P1〉p|〈P2, P3〉p
and should realize a 4-process barrier by two 2-process barriers and some point-
to-point synchronizations (rule PARV) between the two systems. A technical
problem is to send messages from one system to the other via the point-to-
point synchronization. We propose a simple solution in [8]: to introduce a
“substitution passing” rule which generalizes both CCS value-passing and our
BSP communications.
6 Conclusion
This study highlights the fact that the CCS “interleaving” semantics can be
reconciled with the data-parallel (hence BSP) notion of simultaneous actions.
Moreover, a generic cost model can be designed to generalize both a standard
notion of paths in CCS transition systems and the BSP notions of simultaneous
parallel execution with communication and synchronization barriers.
Krishnan’s distributed CCS model [5] and Rebeuf’s asynchronous perfor-
mance model [12] allow arbitrarily complex communications without taking
advantage of barriers which prevent combinatorial explosion either in process
algebraic calculations or in cost calculations. We have therefore favored the
BSP point of view on parallel computation.
[4] propose time models. Time on transitions is given in term of proba-
bilities and preserves the expansion law. This model does not consider the
composition of actions. Our model does and proposes adapted algorithms for
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a global calculus. We could immerse probabilistic models in our schema but
we would need to compute the composition of two path by the sum (the prod-
uct in (N ∪ {−∞}, max,+,−∞, 0)) of two random variables: the time of the
ﬁrst transition + the time of the following transition. The use of this model
would depend on the complexity of this computation, which we did not study
yet. Thanks to the algebraic properties of our model, what we do manually in
Section 5 could be done mechanically by classical algorithms on matrices [3].
Our model’s application to large-scale studies will require: a symbolic
treatment of the width of data-parallel vectors and of individual machine
identiﬁers, as well as the design of uniﬁcation or constraint-solving algorithms.
We will then be able to apply our formalism to the design of correct, safe and
optimal scalable meta-computing processes, in particular through automatic
analysis tools like model-checkers. Other extensions we are considering are
mobility ([11,2]) and its application to security properties ([1]) in the context
of parallel systems. This last problem is the object of a current project between
LIFO and CEA where the formalism developed here will give a realistic model
of data-parallel distribution and performance.
Another application of our theory we are investigating concerns denial
of service attacks. In [6], Lafrance and Mullins model the memory cost of
transactions from the point of view of a server. Our model reﬁnes their analysis
by allowing the memory cost to increase and decrease along traces. Another
improvement would be to have a binary constructor for 〈. . .〉.
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